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We have studied the magnetic order and spin fluctuations in YBa2Cu3−xCoxOy �0.12�x�1� using neutron
diffraction, magnetization, and inelastic neutron scattering. In both oxygenated and deoxygenated samples, our
results suggest that Co1 moments on chain sites are not collinear but rather perpendicular to Cu2 moments on
planar sites, in contrast with what has been previously assumed. The ordered moment on the Co1 ions remains
well below the paramagnetic Co moment ��3�B�, indicating that most of the Co moments remain disordered
at low temperature. The study of Co spin fluctuations by inelastic neutron scattering shows the presence of
fluctuating spins d=2a pairs that freeze below about 100 K. When the Co concentration increases, they coexist
with d=a pairs and other small spin clusters undergoing a gradual freezing. The increasing frustration that
arises from the competition of antiferromagnetic first and second neighbor Co pairs is responsible for the low
value of the ordered Co moment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

YBa2Cu3−xCoxOy compounds offer a good opportunity to
study the interplay of magnetism and superconductivity. The
Co ions substitute for Cu ones up to x=1, mainly on the
chain sites.1–3 It was previously shown4–6 that in the oxygen-
ated state �y�7� superconductivity �SC� disappears and an-
tiferromagnetic �AF� order settles in for a Co content x
=0.42. AF order is also stabilized at lower x content in
deoxygenated samples.7 In this AF state, several magnetic
models have been proposed to account for the neutron dif-
fraction patterns. For y�7, a simple model where the Co and
Cu moments are parallel and align along the c axis yields a
good agreement with the experimental data.8,9 Surprisingly
in this model the Co ordered moment was found to be very
small, only about 5% of the value measured in the paramag-
netic state. This reduction of the ordered moment was attrib-
uted to the competition between AF first and second Co
neighbors, yielding a frustration and disorder in the Cu1
�chain� planes.9 Still, the previous experiments raised several
questions: �1� what occurs when the Cu1 sites are fully sub-
stituted by Co? �2� could more complex �uncollinear� mag-
netic structures also account for the magnetic patterns? �3�
could one directly probe the magnetic fluctuations and disor-
der of the Co moments? To answer these questions, we per-
formed neutron diffraction in a x=1 sample, as well as in
deoxygenated samples �x=0.12 and 0.36�. In these new
samples, we find that the collinear model previously assumed
yields values and temperature dependence of the magnetic
moments difficult to understand, and that a noncollinear
structure is more likely. We reinvestigate the previous experi-
ments performed at lower x contents9 with the assumption of
noncollinear structure. We find that a noncollinear structure
may also account for these data. In the noncollinear model,
the Co ordered moment is substantially higher than in the
collinear model, but it remains strongly reduced with respect
to the paramagnetic moment measured by magnetization. By
probing the spin fluctuations, inelastic neutron scattering al-

lows us to determine the origin of this difference. We evince
rapidly fluctuating Co moments in both paramagnetic and
ordered phase, and we can follow the slowing down of their
fluctuations with decreasing temperature. By analyzing the q
dependence of the diffuse scattering we find that the Co mo-
ments are highly frustrated. The frustration arises from the
competition of antiferromagnetic first and second neighbor
Co pairs. By calibrating the quasielastic signal in absolute
scale we can show that the proportion of second neighbor
pairs decreases as the Co concentration increases, to the ben-
efit of first neighbor and more complex structures, so that
there are more and more frustrated pairs. The whole analysis
provides a self-consistent picture of the Co magnetism in
Co-doped YBCO.

II. EXPERIMENT

Neutron measurements were performed at the Laboratoire
Léon Brillouin �LLB�. Powder diffraction patterns were re-
corded on the G61 diffractometer with an incident wave-
length of �=4.741 Å, in the range 5�2��145°, i.e., 0.12
�q�2.5 Å−1. An additional pattern was recorded on the
3T2 diffractometer ��=1.225 Å� in the range 0.8�q
�9 Å−1 for the most concentrated sample. The powder pat-
terns were refined using the FULLPROF suite.10 Inelastic neu-
tron scattering measurements were performed on the time-of-
flight spectrometer MIBEMOL of the LLB, with an incident
wavelength of 5.2 Å and an energy resolution �fullwidth at
half-maximum �FWHM�� of 70 �eV. The magnetization
measurements were performed with the superconducting
quantum interference device �SQUID� of the SPEC Labora-
tory.

III. SAMPLE CHARACTERIZATION AND CRYSTAL
STRUCTURE

The powder samples YBa2Cu3−xCoxOy �0.04–0.72� in
their fully oxygenated state �y�7� are the same as those
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studied in Ref. 9. These samples are superconducting for x
�0.42 and antiferromagnetic for x�0.42. A new sample
with x=1 was prepared in the same conditions. After being
studied, some samples were deoxygenated and remeasured.
We prepared two kinds of deoxygenated samples. Three SC
oxygenated samples �x=0.04, 0.12, and 0.36� were moder-
ately deoxygenated �at 715 C� to reach an oxygen concentra-
tion y=6.5+x, which corresponds to a hole concentration in
the Cu2 planes between that of YBa2Cu3O6.5 and 0. The Co
ions are Co14+ �suffixes 1 and 2 refer to chain and plane
sites, respectively�. Two AF samples were further deoxygen-
ated �at 730 C� to reach a minimal y value. We obtained y
=6.30 for x=0.36 and 6.45 for x=0.48. These y values are
close to 6+x, which corresponds to Co ions being on average
Co3+. The oxygen concentrations determined by refining the
neutron patterns are in good agreement with the measured
weight losses. Refinement of the room temperature powder
patterns yielded Co occupancies, lattice constants, and posi-
tional parameters in agreement with previous results.4,6,8,9

Figure 1 shows the variation of the distances d1 and d2
between the apical oxygen and the chain and plane sites. In
the oxygenated samples, d1 decreases with x, as the charge
on the Cu1 sites increases �substitution of Co4+ ions for Cu2+

ones�. At the same time d2 increases with x, as the charge on
the Cu2 sites decreases �suppression of holes in the Cu2
planes�. We see that an increase of x has the same effect as

deoxygenation. A moderate deoxygenation has only slight
effects on d1 and d2, whereas a strong deoxygenation de-
creases d1 and increases d2, leading to values close to those
of YBa2Cu3O6. For x=1, the data points are not on the
curves: in this concentrated sample, 7% of Co ions are in the
Cu2 planes �Co3+ replacing Cu2+�, and part of the Co1 ions
are Co3+ and not Co4+.

IV. ANTIFERROMAGNETIC ORDER

A. Oxygenated samples

As for of all oxygenated samples with x�0.42, the dif-
fraction patterns of the x=1 sample, YBa2Cu2Co0.97O7.25,
show three magnetic peaks that can be indexed �1/2 1/2 l /2�
with l=1, 3, 5. The �1/2 1/2 7/2� peak, at 2�=112°, be-
tween the �0 0 4� and �0 1 3� nuclear peaks, does not clearly
show up above the background. We deduced the mean or-
dered magnetic moments on the Cu1 and Cu2 sites by as-
suming as in Ref. 8 and in our previous work,9 that the Co1
and Cu2 spins are collinear. Again, we could not fit the data
with spins parallel to an in-plane direction but we obtained a
good fit with spins perpendicular to the Cu2 planes. The
refined values of the low temperature ordered magnetic mo-
ments on the Cu1 and Cu2 sites are �0�Cu1�=0±0.02�B and
�0�Cu2�=0.80±0.02�B. Contrary to what we expected,
�0�Cu1� is not increased as compared to the lower Co con-
centrations but decreased down to about 0. Moreover,
�0�Cu2� is larger than expected for a Cu2 plane with no
hole, namely 0.63�B with an isotropic Cu form factor.11 It is
unlikely that this increment is due to the Co3+ ions in the
Cu2 planes since these ions should be low spin and carry no
magnetic moment. Added to that, it is difficult to understand
why, at lower concentrations with no Co in the Cu2 planes,
the Cu2 ordered moment is still larger that expected �see Fig.
7 of Ref. 9� and how the weak Cu1-Cu2 interaction can turn
the Cu2 moments along the c axis. We notice that using an
anisotropic form factor, as justified from Refs. 12 and 13
would reduce all magnetic moments in the same way, with-
out changing these conclusions.

We thus tried to refine the diffraction patterns by assum-
ing that the Co1 and Cu2 moments are not collinear but that
the Cu2 moments lie along the a axis, as in YBCO6, and the
Co1 moments have two components, one parallel to c and
one, �a, parallel to a, i.e. to the Cu2 moments. Actually our
powder diffraction measurements cannot determine any pref-
erential direction in the �a ,b� plane, but the existence of a
small in-plane anisotropy is shown in AF YBCO by neutron
measurements in single crystals.14 The fit quality is the same
for the two models �typically RB=3%, RM =6%�. The refined
value of ��Cu1� and ��Cu2� in the noncollinear model are
shown as a function of the temperature in Fig. 2�a�. The
value of �0�Cu2� is now as expected �0.60±0.07�B� and
�0�Cu1� is no longer zero �0.70±0.05�B�. The component
�a of the Co1 moments is small; the Co1 moments are thus
lying near the c axis as in the collinear model. The Co1/Cu1
moments are AF coupled with their Cu2/Co2 nearest neigh-
bors.

We also refined with this model the diffraction patterns
measured in Ref. 9. Again the fit quality is similar for both

FIG. 1. �Color online� Interatomic distances, �a� d1
=d�Cu1-Oap� and �b� d2=d�Cu2-Oap� as a function of x, for vari-
ous Co-YBCO samples: fully oxygenated �open symbols�, partially
deoxygenated �small full symbols�, and totally deoxygenated �large
full symbols�. The curves are eye-fits to the data.
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models �typically RB=1%, RM =5%�. The results are shown
in Fig. 2�b� for x=0.72. Figure 3 shows the low temperature
ordered magnetic moments on the Cu1 and Cu2 sites as a
function of x. We see that in the noncollinear model �Fig.
3�b��, the collinear component of the Co1 and Cu2 moments,
�a�Cu1�, increases linearly with x. At low x content, the Co1
and Cu2 moments are practically perpendicular. Yet,
�a�Cu1� cannot be null to ensure the coupling between the
Cu1 and Cu2 planes.

One gets similar results by assuming that the Co1 mo-
ments lie along the c axis and the Cu2 moments have two
components, one parallel to a and one parallel to c, i.e.,
parallel to the Cu1 moments. The Cu2 moments are found
roughly parallel to a and their magnitude as well as that of
the Co1/Cu1 ones are very near those found before. The
difference is within the uncertainty limits.

Thus we can conclude that the noncollinear model yields
Co1 moments roughly parallel to c and Cu2 moments
roughly parallel to a, those moments having a small collinear

component whose direction cannot be ascertained. Compared
to the collinear model, the noncollinear model yields larger
values for �0�Cu1�. These values are even larger than
��Cu2�. Yet they remain significantly smaller than the para-
magnetic value that is deduced from magnetization measure-
ments �see Sec. V�.

B. Moderately deoxygenated samples

The x=0.04 sample is SC, x=0.12 is AF up to 240 K and
x=0.36 AF up to 400 K. The AF samples exhibit two differ-
ent long-range �LR� magnetic order according to the tem-
perature. At low temperature, the observed �1/2 1/2 l /2�
magnetic peaks are those with l=1, 3, 5, as in Co-YBCO7.
At higher temperature, this structure transforms to the struc-
ture observed in YBCO6, with �1/2 1/2 l� magnetic peaks
where l=1, 2. In a limited domain of intermediate tempera-
tures, the two series of magnetic peaks are observed simul-
taneously �see Fig. 4�. The coexistence region is small: a few
degrees around T=30 K for x=0.12 and from 80 to 110 K
for x=0.36.

At high temperature, the magnetic moments on the Cu1
sites are null and the diffraction patterns are best fitted with

FIG. 2. �Color online� Long-range ordered magnetic moments
on the Cu1 sites �squares� and on the Cu2 sites �triangles� for fully
oxygenated YBa2Cu3−xCoxOy samples with �a� x=1.0 and �b� x
=0.72. These values were refined with ��Cu2� parallel to a and
��Cu1� near the c axis with a small component parallel to a
�circles�. The curves are fits with the formula �=�0 �1−T /TN��.
For ��Cu2�, � does not depend much on x, �=0.18±0.03. For
��Cu1�, � decreases from 0.45 to 0.2 as x increases from 0.6 to 1.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Low temperature LR ordered magnetic
moments on the Cu1 and Cu2 sites as a function of x �same sym-
bols as in Fig. 2�.
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Cu2 spins parallel to the a axis as in YBCO6. Now the low
temperature patterns were first refined with a collinear
model. As for the Co-YBCO7 samples, no good fit could be
obtained with in-plane moments but a good fit was obtained
with Cu1 and Cu2 moments both parallel to c. The ordered
magnetic moments are shown as a function of the tempera-
ture in Fig. 5�a�. We see that in the intermediate region,
��Cu2� exhibits an important change of magnitude that is
not readily understandable.

We then refined the low temperature patterns with a non-
collinear model. As for the oxygenated x=0.48 sample, the
moments on the Cu1 and Cu2 sites are found almost perpen-
dicular: the collinear component, �a�Cu1�, is smaller than
the uncertainty on its determination �0.05�B�. The refined
values of the ordered magnetic moments on the Cu1 and Cu2
sites are shown on Fig. 5�b�. We see that the orientation as
well as the magnitude of the magnetic moments on the Cu2
sites are similar in the low and high temperature phases:
��Cu2�=0.3�B for x=0.36 and 0.25�B for x=0.12.

Assuming that in the intermediate region, the two period-
icities coexist due to slightly different local oxygen concen-
trations or Co1 distributions, we have calculated the ordered
magnetic moment on the Cu2 sites in this region �diamonds
in Fig. 5�. We see that ��Cu2� does not evince any discon-
tinuity with the noncollinear model while it displays an im-
portant change with the collinear model. Again, the noncol-
linear model seems more likely than the collinear one.

C. Fully deoxygenated samples

The two �x=0.36, y=6.30� and �x=0.48, y=6.45� samples
have the same transition temperature as YBCO6 �TN

=420 K�, but their magnetic structure is different. The mag-
netic patterns show �1/2 1/2 l /2� magnetic peaks with l=1,

3, 5, as in Co-YBCO7. Yet the l=1/2 magnetic peak, instead
of being the most important of the first three peaks, is now
the smallest. For these two samples, the collinear model
yields Co1 and Cu2 moments parallel to a and not parallel to
c. ��Cu1� is weak �below 0.05�B� and ��Cu2� around
0.6�B, as expected for Cu2 planes with no holes.

With the noncollinear model, ��Cu2� stays close to
0.6�B. The collinear component of the Co1/Cu1 moments
�a�Cu1� stays weak, slightly outside the uncertainty limit.
But now, the component of ��Cu1� along the c axis is not
negligible, around 0.2�B: as in the more oxygenated
samples, the Co moments are roughly parallel to c but, now
they are smaller than the Cu2 moments, which can be ex-
plained by part of the Co1 ions being Co3+ with no magnetic
moment. Finally, for those samples, both models yield
equally acceptable results.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Diffraction pattern for x=0.36, y=6.85
�p�0�, at a temperature T=90 K where the two structures AF2 and
AF1 coexist. Two series of peaks, �1/2 1/2 l /2� with l=1, 3, 5 and
�1/2 1/2 l� with l=1, 2, are observed. The solid line is the FULL-

PROF refinement of the data with the non collinear model. The
dashed line is a polynomial background.

FIG. 5. �Color online� LR ordered moments on the Cu1
�squares� and Cu2 sites �triangles� for the �x=0.36, y=6.85� sample.
�a� ��Cu1� and ��Cu2� in the AF�2 phase are collinear and parallel
to c; ��Cu2� in the AF1 phase is parallel to a �b� ��Cu2� is parallel
to a and ��Cu1� in the AF2 phase is parallel to c. In the interme-
diate region, ��Cu2� �diamonds� is deduced by assuming the coex-
istence of two kinds of domains, with AF1 or AF2 structure.
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D. Summary of diffraction results

The whole set of our data are best explained by �i� or-
dered Cu2 moments always lying in �as in other CuO2 sys-
tems� or near the Cu2 planes, and ordered Co1 moments
close to the c axis. �ii� The collinear component of the Cu1
and Cu2 moments is small. The Cu1 and Cu2 planes are
weakly coupled. �iii� ��Cu2� depends on the hole concentra-
tion in the Cu2 planes and not much on the Co concentration.
By decreasing the hole concentration in the Cu2 planes, the
Co1 substitution like deoxygenation increases ��Cu2�, from
0 for fully oxygenated samples with low Co concentrations,
to about 0.25�B for moderately deoxygenated samples of
medium Co concentration, and up to about 0.6�B �as for
YBCO6� for fully deoxygenated samples or high Co concen-
trations.

As already known, the Cu2 moments are long-range �LR�
ordered up to a temperature TN that depends on the coupling
in the Cu2 planes much more than on the coupling between
the biplanes. If we compare the fully deoxygenated samples,
we see that TN�420 K for x=0, x=0.36, and x=0.48. The
Co ions only influence the stacking of the Cu2 biplanes:
ferromagnetic stacking �AF1� for x=0 and antiferromagnetic
stacking �AF2� for x=0.36 and x=0.48.

Figure 6 displays �0�Cu2� as a function of TN for differ-
ent M-YBCOy systems where M is a substitute for Cu, either
on the Cu1 or on the Cu2 sites. We see that, with the present
model �Cu2 spins in Cu2 planes�, contrary to the collinear
model �Cu2 spins perpendicular to Cu2 planes�, �0�Cu2�
scales with TN with the same scaling constant for all single
phase systems, whether the structure is AF1 �YBCO6 and
Li-YBCO6� or AF2 �Fe-YBCO and Co-YBCO�. This scaling
does not hold when two different magnetic phases are ob-
served depending on the temperature. We can imagine that
due to the competition between the two structures, AF1 and
AF2, stacking faults occur along the c axis, depending on
local conditions, and reduce the LR ordered magnetic mo-
ments on the Cu1 and Cu2 sites.

Contrary to �0�Cu2� which is increased, �0�Cu1� is de-
creased by a total deoxygenation: from 0.65 to 0.22�B for
x=0.36 and from 0.4 to 0.2�B for x=0.48. Two reasons can
explain this reduction: �i� less Co ions carry a magnetic mo-
ment, due to the transformation of part of the Co4+ into non-
magnetic Co3+ and �ii� the remaining Co4+ spins experience a
weaker coupling, either because they are fewer and farther
from one another, or because the removal of the chain oxy-
gens hinders the exchange. To check the first point, we de-
termined the mean paramagnetic moment of the Co ions in
these samples.

V. MAGNETIZATION RESULTS

We measured with a SQUID magnetometer the magnetic
susceptibility, from room temperature down to 10 K, for the
samples listed in Table I. Figure 7 displays the obtained re-
sults for x=0.36, with different oxygen concentrations �Fig.
7�a��, and for x=0.48 and 0.72 �Fig. 7�b��. The data have
been fitted with a Curie-Weiss law according to the formula
�=�0+C / �T+��. Such a fit is not expected to work when the
samples become either SC or AF. The fitting range was thus
limited to �Tmin, 300 K�.

For all samples but one �x=0.72�, the values obtained for
C and � do not depend much on Tmin provided the lowest
temperatures are excluded. To get rid of the low temperature
effects when comparing the different samples, a constant
value of Tmin=90 K was chosen. The mean paramagnetic
moment �para can be deduced from the C value, according to
the formula C=N�para

2 , which assumes a number N of mag-
netic moments of equal value. The obtained values of �para
and � are given in Table I. Column 1 shows �para per Cu1
site, assuming that the Cu2 moments are not seen. They are
indeed not seen in YBCO7, due to the AF correlations in the
Cu2 planes. And we have seen that the presence of cobalt in
the Cu1 planes has but a small effect on the Cu2 planes.
Column 2 shows �para per Co1 ion, assuming that the Cu1
ions are not seen for similar reasons. For comparison, col-
umn 3 shows the ordered magnetic moment per Co1 ion at
T=0, �0�Co1�, measured by neutron diffraction.

A. Oxygenated samples

For all oxygenated samples, we find a roughly constant
value �para /Co1 of �3.3±0.2��B. On the contrary, the Curie-
Weiss temperature � increases regularly with the Co concen-
tration. This increase can be attributed to the increase of the
AF interactions between the Co1 moments when the Co con-
centration increases. If we look at the two samples that are
AF ordered at low temperature �x=0.48 and 0.72�, we see
that �para /Co1 �column 2� is much larger than �0�Co1� �col-
umn 3�: only a few percents of the paramagnetic moments
�3% and 5%, respectively� are LR ordered at low tempera-
ture.

B. Moderately deoxygenated samples

In the �x=0.36, y=6.85� sample, �para /Co1 is about
3.0�B, near its value in the oxygenated x=0.36 sample.
Deoxygenation does not change the Co moments but en-

FIG. 6. �Color online� LR ordered magnetic moment on the Cu2
sites measured at 10 K in various YBCO samples, as a function of
TN. The large symbols correspond to samples where only one struc-
ture, AF1 or AF2, is observed, the small symbols correspond to
samples where AF1 and AF2 structures are successively observed.
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hances the AF interaction between these moments, as shown
by the increase of the Curie-Weiss temperature �44 K instead
of 23 K�, and the onset of AF order at low temperature.

This sample, like the �x=0.48, y=7.05� one, shows a AF1
to AF2 transition around 100 K, which means that Co spins
get LR ordered below 100 K. One effectively observes for
these two samples, a slight departure from a Curie-Weiss law
below about 90 K �see Figs. 7�a� and 7�b��, consistent with
the ordering of only a small part of the paramagnetic Co
moments �13% for x=0.36�.

C. Fully deoxygenated samples

These two samples �x=0.36, y=6.51� and �x=0.48, y
=6.3� are AF up to 420 K. Figure 7 shows that even in the
LR ordered AF phase, the Curie-Weiss law is well obeyed.
This is consistent with the fact that only a small part of the
Co moments is ordered. The comparison of �0�Co1� and
�para /Co1 yields an upper limit of 2% and 1%, respectively,
for the fraction of LR ordered moments.

Such a small fraction of ordered moments cannot explain
that �para /Co1 �2.6�B� is less than before deoxygenation
�3.2�B�. We must then assume that a fraction of the Co ions
have reduced their oxidation state and consequently their
magnetic moment. This fraction is not negligible: in a simple
model where, before deoxygenation, all Co ions have a para-
magnetic moment of 3.2�B and, after deoxygenation, have
either a 3.2�B or a null moment, about 1

3 of the Co ions have
lost their moment.

This is not sufficient to explain the strong decrease of
�0�Cu1� with deoxygenation, which is by a factor of 3 �from
0.65 to 0.2 �B�: not only the number of magnetic Co ions is
reduced, but also the AF interaction between them, which is
consistent with the decrease of �.

D. Summary of SQUID results

Even taking into account the uncertainty of the paramag-
netic moment determination, we always find that the para-

magnetic moment �para /Co1=3.3�2��B is much larger than
the LR ordered moment at low temperature deduced from
neutron diffraction ��0�Co1�	1.1�B�. We thus face the
question: why do the Co1 spins, contrary to the Cu2 ones,
not order at low temperature? We have suggested9 that the
long-range ordering of the Co spins is hindered by the com-
petition between an AF interaction between first and second
nearest neighbors. In the next section, we directly probe by
inelastic neutron scattering �INS� the spin fluctuations of the
frustrated paramagnetic Co moments and their random freez-
ing.

VI. INELASTIC NEUTRON SCATTERING RESULTS

We studied, between 30 and 175 K, three oxygenated
samples: one �x=0.72� LR AF ordered up to 370 K, i.e., in
the whole temperature range investigated here, one �x
=0.48� LR AF ordered up to 100 K and one �x=0.42� that
does not show any LR ordering. In these three samples we
observed a quasielastic signal that is not observed15,16 in un-
substituted YBCO7, where the Cu spin fluctuations occur in
a higher energy range.17 The experiment does not evidence
much difference, as concerns the quasielastic signal, between
the various samples, either AF �x=0.72�, or not �x=0.42� or
even SC �x=0.18 of Ref. 18�. Not much difference is ob-
served either between 75 K and 125 K for the x=0.48
sample that is LR ordered at low temperature with a transi-
tion temperature TN=100 K.

A. Quasielastic intensity as a function of temperature

We assumed the quasielastic signal to be Lorentzian and
we fitted the data using the analytic form

TABLE I. Tc is the onset temperature of the SC transition and TN1 the transition temperature below which
the Cu1 moments are LR ordered. TN1=TN except for x=0.36, y=6.85 where TN=400 K. �para and � are
deduced from a Curie-Weiss fit of the data, �=�0+C / �T+��, between 90 K and room temperature. The
uncertainty on �para /Co1 is ±0.2�B, that on � is of a few K. �0 /Co1 was deduced with the noncollinear
model under the two extreme hypotheses: the ordered moment on the Cu1 ions is zero �upper limit of
�0 /Co1� or equal to �0�Cu2� �lower limit�.

1 2 3 4

x y SC/AF
Tc

�K�
TN1

�K�
�para /Cu1

��B�
�para /Co1

��B�
�0 /Co1

��B�
�

�K�

0.04 7.00 SC 92a �0.8b �4.0b 10

0.36 7.03 SC 22 1.9 3.2 23

0.42 7.03 2.1 3.2 34

0.48 7.05 AF 100 2.35 3.4 0–0.6 45

0.72 7.10 AF 370 2.75 3.3 0.7–0.8 70

0.36 6.85 AF 110 1.8 3.0 1.0–1.1 44

0.36 6.30 AF 420 1.55 2.6 0–0.4 32

0.48 6.45 AF 420 1.8 2.6 0–0.3 36

aFor this sample, SC below 92 K, Tmin=105 K.
bOnly an upper limit of � can be determined since at such a low Co content, a possible contribution of
BaCuO2 may not be negligible.
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d2


d�d�
= C1��� +

C2

�

kf

ki

�

kT

1

�exp�/kT − 1�
�

�2 + �2 + C0,

�1�

convoluted with the experimental resolution. In this equa-
tion, � is the energy gain of the neutron, kf and ki are the
final and incident wave vectors, C1 is the elastic intensity, C2
and � are the quasielastic intensity and linewidth, respec-
tively, C0 is a background including a Debye phonon term
and a linear term. Figure 8 shows an example of such a fit,
with the different components of the intensity.

Figure 9 shows the elastic and quasielastic intensities as a
function of the temperature for the two samples x=0.42 and
x=0.72. The data have been gathered in the range 1.1�q
�1.6 Å−1 �that is 55�2��81° �, the magnetic Bragg peaks
�1/2 1/2 1/2� and �1/2 1/2 3/2� being excluded when
present. In the three investigated samples, x=0.42, 0.48, and

0.72, the quasielastic integrated intensity �C2� decreases
when the temperature goes down below 75 K. This decrease,
associated with an increase of the elastic intensity C1�T� and
with a decrease of the quasielastic width ��T�, suggests that

FIG. 7. �Color online� �a� ZFC magnetic susceptibility measured
as a function of temperature for x=0.36, oxygenated �open tri-
angles�, moderately deoxygenated �solid circles�, and fully deoxy-
genated �open squares�. �b� Same as �a� for oxygenated x=0.48
�open triangles� and x=0.72 �solid circles� and for fully deoxygen-
ated x=0.48 �open squares� samples. The lines are Curie-Weiss fits
to the data for T�90 K.

FIG. 8. �Color online� Time-of-flight spectrum for x=0.72 at
75 K. The triangles are the experimental data. The curves are the
various components of the intensity as determined by the fitting
program. The dotted line, dashed line, diamonds, and solid line
correspond, respectively, to the phonon background, elastic inten-
sity plus linear background, quasielastic intensity, and total calcu-
lated intensity. Inset, the corresponding neutron cross section versus
energy transfer. Solid line, fit to the data.

FIG. 9. �Color online� Elastic �squares� and quasielastic �tri-
angles� intensities summed in the interval 1.1�q�1.6 Å−1 for the
two oxygenated x=0.42 �full figures� and x=0.72 �open figures�
Co-YBCO samples. The units are the same for C1 and C2, chosen
so that the C2 values are equal to �QE

2 /�B
2 /mol, where �QE is the

mean magnetic moment of the fluctuating spins. The inset shows
the linear background level �not including the phonons� as a func-
tion of the temperature. The diamonds correspond to the sum of the
elastic and quasielastic intensities.
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some spin fluctuations, slowing down as the temperature de-
creases, become too slow to contribute any longer to the
quasielastic signal.

B. Elastic intensity as a function of temperature

The decrease of the inelastic intensity due to spin freezing
below 75 K, �C2, must give rise to a concomitant increase
of the elastic intensity �C1�. We do observe an increase of C1,
�C1, when T goes down below 75 K but this increase is
almost 3 times larger than the decrease of C2. We are thus led
to assume that the decrease of the quasielastic signal �C2 is
partially masked by the entrance in this signal of more rap-
idly fluctuating spins that were not seen at higher tempera-
ture and become visible only because their fluctuations are
slowed down as the temperature goes down. This interpreta-
tion is corroborated by the existence of a flat background �or
very broad peak� whose intensity decreases as the tempera-
ture goes down from 75 to 15 K �see inset in Fig. 9; C6
measures the height of the linear background at the upper
limit of the time-of-flight interval�.

C. Quasielastic intensity as a function of the wave vector

Figure 10�a� shows that the quasielastic intensity ob-
served at T=75 K for the x=0.42 sample. The data were
gathered within eight q ranges, between the Bragg peaks in
order to avoid the overwhelming contribution of those peaks,
and also, for the x=0.72 sample, in the q range of the
�1/2 1/2 1/2� and �1/2 1/2 3/2� magnetic peaks. We see
that C2 is not a regularly decreasing function of q as ex-
pected for uncorrelated spins but oscillates in the investi-
gated q range. The oscillation is well pronounced for x
=0.42 and x=0.48. It is attenuated for x=0.72 �Figs. 10�b�
and 10�c��. A fitting of the data assuming randomly distrib-
uted AF correlated moments as in Ref. 9 for the diffuse mag-
netic signal of the diffraction experiment, shows that at low
concentration �x=0.42 and 0.48�, this oscillation can entirely
be attributed to pairs of AF coupled spins, separated by a
distance d of about 8 Å. If we assume a possible contribution
of uncorrelated moments or of AF pairs distant of d=a �as in
the LR AF order observed at low temperature�, this contri-
bution is given as slightly negative by the fitting program, in
the limit of the uncertainty, showing that it is indeed negli-
gible. The refined value of the distance d is 8.3±0.3 Å for
x=0.42, T=75 K, 8.0±0.3 Å for x=0.48, T=75 K, and
8.2±0.5 for x=0.48, T=125 K. These d values, smaller than
the distance between two Cu1 planes �c=11.7 Å� stand be-
tween the two following interatomic distances: 2a=7.77 Å
and a�5=8.68 Å, in the Cu1 planes. At higher concentration
�x=0.72, Figs. 10�b� and 10�c��, the oscillation is not as
clearly visible as at low concentration. This lessening is at-
tributable to the presence of a small fraction of fluctuating
AF correlated pairs distant of a, also evinced by the diffrac-
tion experiment.9 A contribution of uncorrelated frustrated
moments is also possible. Meanwhile, the distance d de-
creases: d=7.55±0.25 Å for x=0.72, T=75 K. These AF
pairs, in their fluctuating as well as frozen state, give rise to
a strong magnetic diffuse diffraction peak.9 The diffraction

pattern analysis shows like the INS results, that the distance
d decreases with concentration, from d=8.06±0.06 Å for x
=0.36 to d=7.7±0.1 Å for x=0.72.

We attribute the quasielastic signal to Co-Co pairs for the
following reasons: �i� the Cu-Cu spin fluctuations are too
rapid and of too small intensity to be probed in unsubstituted

FIG. 10. �Color online� Quasielastic intensity as a function of q.
�a� x=0.42, T=75 K; �b� x=0.72, T=75 K; �c� x=0.72, T=125 K.
Lines are fits with the formula C2=exp�−bq2� �B0+B1�1
−sin�qa /2� / �qa /2��+B2�1−sin�qd /2� / �qd /2��� with five indepen-
dent parameters b, B0, B1, B2, and d. B0, B1, and B2 correspond,
respectively, to uncorrelated spins, correlated spin pairs distant by a
�3.885 Å�, and correlated spin pairs distant by d.
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YBCO under these experimental conditions;15,16 �ii� the am-
plitude of the signal increases when the Co concentration
increases from x=0 to about 0.4; �iii� the decrease of the
distance d with increasing Co concentration is readily under-
standable if the corresponding pairs are Co ones. Besides, as
the Co concentration increases above x=0.4, the number of
AF pairs of Co spins distant by 2a is reduced to the benefit
of pairs distant by a or more complex Co clusters.

D. Quasielastic width as a function of temperature

This quasielastic linewidth, half-width at half-maximum
�HWHM�, is shown in Fig. 11. It does not depend much on x.
In a freezing process, the linewidth � is equal to the inverse
of the relaxation time, so that it is expected to decrease when
the spins fluctuations slow down. At the freezing temperature
TG�50 K, a minimum of ��T� is observed. Such minimum
has been observed in some spin glasses19 as well as in
Fe-YBCO, either AF or SC, for the Fe spin fluctuations.16,20

It could be understood as follows. Below TG, the slowest
spins are frozen and no longer seen in the quasielastic signal;
the increase of � reveals the existence of fast fluctuations
which coexist with the spin freezing, in agreement with the
temperature dependence of the elastic and quasielastic inten-
sities. In contrast with Fe-YBCO, the temperature TG is con-
stant with x, from x=0.18 to x=0.72, suggesting that the
involved spin population is about the same in all samples,
whatever they are SC or AF. This can be related to the fact
that the freezing spins are mainly d=2a Co-Co pairs even at
the highest concentration, x=0.72. Assuming as a first ap-
proximation, that for x=0.42, the quasielastic signal C2 be-
tween 75 and 150 K stems from one kind of spin only �AF
Co pairs distant by d�2a�, one can deduce an activation
energy for those pairs through an Arrhenius fit of ��T� above
TG. One gets E�10 meV �inset Fig. 11�.

E. Value of the Co magnetic moment

The quasielastic intensity, C2, is directly proportional to
the paramagnetic susceptibility, ��T�, according to the rela-
tion

C2 = 	 �e2

mc2
2

F2�q���T�
kT

2�B
2 , �2�

where F�q� is the Co magnetic form factor. For N moments
equal to �, ��T� is written as ��T�=N�2 /3kT. One can thus
deduce the mean value �QE of the moments that give rise to
the quasielastic signal from the signal intensity, C2. This in-
tensity was calibrated in absolute scale using a vanadium
standard. Table II gives the � values determined for the dif-
ferent samples of the INS experiment. Column 1 gives the
mean value of the magnetic moments that give rise to the
quasielastic signal observed at 100 K, column 2 gives the
mean value �E of the moments that freeze �and appear in the
elastic signal� below 150 K. Column 3 gives the value of the
mean paramagnetic moment �para deduced from the suscep-
tibility measurement between 90 and 300 K �see Table I�.

The comparison between columns 1 and 3 shows that, as
expected, the quasielastic signal attributed mainly to d�2a
AF Co-Co pairs, is always smaller than it would be if all Co
moments were contributing to it. If we compare columns 2
and 3, we see, that, at low concentrations �x	0.42, samples
not LR AF ordered at low temperature�, about all the para-
magnetic moments measured between 300 and 90 K by mag-
netization �column 3� freeze below 150 K �column 2�. This
shows that, when the temperature goes down below 150 K,
not only the d�2a pairs are slowed down so as to appear in
the elastic intensity but also the more rapidly fluctuating un-
correlated moments and d=a pairs.

For x=0.72, Table II shows that there are less fluctuating
d�2a Co pairs contributing to the quasielastic signal at
100 K �column 1� than for x	0.42. Moreover and contrary
to the low concentrations, the average static moment �E /Co1
measured by �C1 �column 2� is smaller than the paramag-
netic moment �column 3�. It means that in this AF concen-
trated sample, part of the moments must become static al-
ready above 175 K. This is best shown by adding C1 and C2,
which cancels the contribution of the moments transferred
from the quasielastic to the elastic signal �diamonds in Fig.
9�. As T goes up, we notice that C1+C2 seems to flatten for
x=0.42, whereas it continues decreasing for x=0.72. This
regular decrease is too large to be attributed to a Debye-
Waller effect. It suggests a gradual freezing of fluctuating
moments for x=0.72, which occurs already above 175 K.

FIG. 11. �Color online� Quasielastic peak width � �HWHM� as
a function of the temperature, for the three samples x=0.42, 0.48,
and 0.72. The line is an eye-fit to the data. Inset, �= f�1/T� for x
=0.42 and T�50 K. The line is an Arrhenius fit to the data, �
=A exp�−E /kT�, with A=1.3 �1� meV and E=10 �1� meV.

TABLE II. Mean values of the Co moments in the oxygenated
samples as a function of the Co concentration, deduced from �C2,
�C1, and susceptibility.

1 2 3

x SC/AF

�QE/Co1
��B�
�C2

�E /Co1
��B�
�C1

�para /Co1
��B�

susceptibility

0.18a SC 2.6�3� 3.7�4� 3.4�2�
0.42 2.1�2� 3.5�3� 3.2�2�
0.48 AF 2.0�2� 3.4�2�
0.72 AF 1.6�2� 2.6�3� 3.3�2�
aData taken from Ref. 18.
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These two behaviors, for x=0.42 and x=0.72, are, respec-
tively, similar to those observed in SC YBCO-Fe �Refs. 16
and 21� and AF YBCO-Fe �Ref. 20�. That a gradual freezing
starts to occur at high temperatures �above 150 K� in the x
=0.72 sample can explain why the magnetization data cannot
be fitted by a simple Curie-Weiss law, with C and values
independent of Tmin in the interval 90�Tmin�150 K.

Finally, in this AF sample compared to the dilute samples,
there are more frustrated pairs, more complex structures, and
the Co moments start to freeze from higher temperatures, a
small fraction of them being LR AF ordered already at T
=370 K.

F. Summary of INS results

The q dependence of the quasielastic intensity measured
at 75 K for x=0.42 shows that the moments responsible for
this signal are fluctuating Co1 pairs distant by d�2a. These
pairs freeze below 100 K.

The experiment also evinces more rapidly fluctuating
spins that are not seen in the quasielastic signal above 100 K
but as a “flat” background in the inelastic spectrum. The
fluctuations of these spins slow down when T decreases, so
that they start contributing to the quasielastic signal below
100 K; they freeze and start contributing to the elastic signal
at a still lower temperature. Since at low concentration, they
represent more than 50% of the Co moments, they are most
likely uncorrelated moments and d=a pairs.

In the x=0.72 sample which is LR AF ordered below
370 K, some Co spins are slowed down as compared to the
dilute samples, either by their interaction with neighboring
spins or by their interaction with the LR ordered moments.

VII. CONCLUSION

The diffraction results are best interpreted by assuming
that the Co1 spins are lying preferentially along the c axis
while the Cu2 spins are lying preferentially along the a axis.
The Co1 moments have a small component, antiparallel to
the Cu2 ones, that increases with the Co concentration.

At high Co concentration �or in fully deoxygenated
samples�, when the LR magnetic order is well established,
the mean ordered magnetic moment on the Cu2 sites is close

to that in YBCO6 �0.63�B�, but the mean ordered magnetic
moment on the Cu1 sites, �0�Cu1�	0.8�B, is much lower
than the paramagnetic moment determined by magnetization.
The INS results give a basis to explain this issue by evidenc-
ing different kinds of spins in the fully oxygenated samples:
�i� spins that are seen in the quasielastic signal from high
temperature to around 50 K where they freeze. These spins
are AF Co-Co pairs distant by d�2a. They amount to about
one-half to one-third of all Co spins in the nonordered
samples �x	0.42�. �ii� More rapidly fluctuating spins, which
are present in all Co-YBCO7 samples. They are likely un-
correlated Co spins at low Co concentration samples, to-
gether with d=a AF Co pairs at higher concentration. The
competition between the two kinds of AF correlations, d
=2a and d=a pairs, at high Co concentration, opposes the
establishment of a LR AF order for the Co moments. �iii�
More complex Co clusters �such as Co pairs interacting with
LR ordered moments� in the LR AF ordered x=0.72 sample.

If we take into account all these spins �those slowly and
those rapidly fluctuating�, the mean value of the moment per
Co ion given by the INS experiment can be considered to
keep a value of 3.5±0.5�B /Co1, constant with the Co con-
centration.

The Co moments that are LR ordered at low temperature
in the AF samples are thus only a small fraction of the whole
Co moments since ��Co1� remains 	0.8�B, instead of
3.5�B, for the following reasons: �i� The Co1-Cu2 interac-
tion is weaker than the Co1-Co1 ones, so that the Cu2 AF
LR order is not sufficient to order the Co spins. �ii� The Co1
spins do not order by themselves in the Cu1 planes because
of frustration phenomena. Combining the three techniques of
neutron diffraction, INS, and magnetization therefore pro-
vides a self-consistent picture of the spin correlations and
fluctuations in the Co-YBCO series.
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